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[Poseidon]: Just Another Beach Bar   
 
 

…because their hooves make a moon-shaped mark…. (p. 62) 
The Greek Myths: 1 by Robert Graves 

 
 
Three gods divided up creation / protector of all aquatic features / He is also referred as the god of horses / has 
some anger management issues / Sometimes he is super placid and calm, but other times he is an angry and 
vengeful / father to some of the most famous monsters in history / Earthshaker must be studied in some detail / 
god of violent, unpredictable movement / As the world continues to grow more and more dependent on electronic 
devices, products like the Dark Energy Poseidon are able to prove their worth / Poseidon is a joint venture 
between CNES and NASA that measured ocean surface topography to an accuracy of 4.2 cm / Poseidon is Talking 
to You remix on Scratch by cutandpaste / Poseidon is alive and destroying water parks in Wisconsin / Another 
beach bar / Poseidon is just around the corner / Wake of Poseidon is a manufacturer of punk influenced power 
rock hailing from the hard knock streets / We bring the rock that disables the elderly and makes children cry / 
Looking instantly recognizable, the Mercedes G63 AMG by Poseidon isn't particularly different from before / This 
is just  homework so i dont care if you dont like it dear reader ( but i do care if the reader is my teacher) 
 

An undersea resort on Fiji 
The Hotel Positano 
Restaurant on Hilton Head Island 
and asset management 
Childhood crimes 
Desalination plant in Carlsbad 
Dive gear, energy turbine fallout 4 
Jetstream regulators exploded view 
Jetstream octopus 
Kurt Russell as Poseidon 
Missile patch 

Fall 2019 



Greek letters, nickels in Newfoundland 
Oral irrigator, pool parts, quad coil 
His scuba stories are systems aswim with symbols 
Theophane unisuit drysuit 
Water stock symbol 
Yellow and black dive watch 
Mechanical gaming keyboard 

 
 
Poseidon is a little bit scared / Summer Vacation · After Sunset · Reading / Something about all that talk / 
('Poseidon') is a proprietary crude oil pipeline system that was built in response to increased demand for additional 
fuel / Nobody gets to decide whether to accept the mission in "Poseidon" or not; that's one of the many attractions 
of this excellently undemanding, swimmingly enjoyable remake of that perfectly glugging 1972 uh-oh classic / The 
Stril Poseidon is primarily a rescue craft but can also provide rapid oil spill response and emergency towing / How 
did that inflatable life raft just happen to be there when the survivors emerged from the propeller shaft?  / Poseidon 
is a smaller meeting room suitable for up to 15 max. / Suitable for: Board meeting / VIP Lounge / Dressing room 
 

Angry with Odysseus 
Cast in 1972 
Father of what gay myth? 
His fighting style 
Kairos 
Real Navy 
Poseidon Thermal Gardens in Ischia 
We are swimming to Richmond 
trolling flies 
He often called the Earth what? 
His bad temper 
swallowed by 
how tall? 
Waste water skimmer 

 
What is the philosophy and manifesto behind Poseidon Asset Management, the pioneer cannabis hedge fund? / 
The only sentient member of the team, it is his consciousness alone which controls the giant combiner / 
POSEIDON is DNV GL's computer based structural design and analysis tool for shipyards, design offices, owners 
and operators / The P-8A Poseidon is designed to secure the Navy's future in long-range maritime patrol capability 
/ Anyone managed to kill Poseidon (the final boss after wave 20)? / Hi, what happened with Poseidon? / He was a 
strong character, but after the last update he is so weak he can't do anything in matches / Or is it only an error in 
my game? 



 
[Demeter]: wasps in a wheatwet garden 
 
 

…for having three times dared to plough the field and couple with the corn-priestess.   (p. 94) 
The Greek Myths: 1 by Robert Graves 

 
 

Amps allude to 
biodynamic birth bass amps 
A background story/information 
and its biographical bread 
A compulator pro = Demeter amplification 
This fragrance library 
smells like the dirt in Deutschland 
an electric Nazarath Eleusis 
in bitter grapefruit peel 
Harvest husband, horse history, holy smoke 
Demeter as an international image  
in an isolation cabinet 
in jasmine, lily of the valley 

 
The Demeter programmers wrote up their experiences in a paper called Object-Oriented Programming: An 
Objective Sense of Style / She appears in Linear A as da-ma-te on three documents / both largest and oldest / She 
taught mankind the art of sowing and ploughing so they could end their nomadic existence / the goddess of 
planned society / Sacred Animals: Pigs and Snakes were also symbols / her chariot pulled by two winged serpents / 
Demeter climbs to the top  in the new edition of “Brands of the Century - Stars 2016” / the bringer of seasons and 
giver of gifts / She did not inherit her authority nor was it given to her freely / Her cult particularly flourished in 
the regions where grain was grown / An invariant aspartic acid in the DNA glycosylase domain of DEMETER is 
necessary for transcriptional activation of the imprinted MEDEA gene / The holy goddess with the beautiful hair / 
We are the non-profit American chapter of Demeter International, the world's only certifier of Biodynamic� farms 
and products / Demeters Steakhouse: Demeter's is a fantastic choice! / She and Dionysus were considered 
mankind's best friends   
 

Laundromat, millwork Chicago, mighty Minnie 
nursed an infant at a nail polish official site 
Orchid collection, opto, orange blossom 
She has an organic certification 
Reverbulator reverb 
Ravel in the tavern of childhood 
Tremulator, tremolo, thunderstorm 
The US is an ultra underworld 
an uver drivulator 



She uses her powers for good 
optical compressor 
underwater breath holding 
Vein solution, vetiver, vanilla 

 
("mother-goddess" or perhaps "distribution-mother") / The Law of Demeter is not a dot- counting exercise / 1. 
Demeter is the goddess of (a) the moon (b) night (c) grain (d) rivers / "Only talk to your immediate friends" is the 
motto / Each unit should have limited knowledge about other units: only units "closely" related to the current unit 
/ Or: Each unit should only talk to its friends / Don't talk to strangers / She is isolated on black background / a 
stock photo / The Demeter is en route to the @EtceteraTheatre for the appropriately named Black Box Festival / 
The examples of containers such as arrays aren't really violations of Demeter which Demeter refers to as 
"Repetition" objects / In both cases I am eventually accessing "width” / She is well-known for its single-note scents 
-- great if you're obsessed with specific smells, such as Gin & Tonic / I imagine a haystack where the code is 
desperately trying to locate the needle  
 

Wasps in a wheatwet garden 
the wicca in wine, her weapon of choice 
Her yelp, it’s Giants vs. Eagles 
zombie for her, zombie for him 
Owned by whom? 
Both green and bold 
a bridal Homewood, AL barbeque 
Chesterfield, Chicago Heights, Catonsville, Covington 
function as parking lots 
A Gorham suicide 
in an ivory jazz alley 
on the water 

 
Pivotal and Thoughtworks battle over which Agile consultancy? / Demeter wears a crown of wheat / At Eleusis, it 
is as if all women are related / flagrantly disregarding / Demeter could be another word for "charm" because it truly 
is irresistibly charming / A ten-minute walk from Hvar centre / Just outside the village of Sangri on Naxos Island in 
the Cyclades is the attractive ruin of the Temple of Demeter / Demeter is also a DJ / Fucking Demeter was a 
goddess of fucking agriculture / How the fuck is she a god? thats fucking the worse thing to be a god at / If i asked 
Zeus: whattcha up to? He say like: Oh you know just shoot fucking lightning bolts from the tip of my penis at a 
sheep to cook and eat it, then going to start a tornado at this douche that cut me off in the car / what about you 
Demeter, what you are up to? / Oh you know WATCHING FUCKING GRASS GROW. God i hate Demeter  
 

When summer was arrested 
splashdirect 
woodstone 
A good guy wasp prey 
A bonfire 



Does what to make Demophon immortal? 
Honeysuckle, holy water 
kiss, oud, salt air 
whiskey tobacco 
ylang ylang 

 
 
 



[Iaso]: public cloudscape infrastructure as a service 
 
 

There will be  
reviews, side effects, ingredients 
scams, weight loss, detox 
There will be  
an army of answers in her apparel 
Her white bling t-shirt bursts with black coffee 
There will be  
before and after business cards 
chaga management 
emu oil 
an army of forms, and their fat burners 
Green tea gladiator soap customer reviews 
Hot chocolate with ganoderma 
She’s a 500 calorie eating plan 

 
IASO is the leader in hybrid cloud backup & disaster recovery for MSP's, Telco's and Datacenter Hosting 
companies / Serious backup for serious scale / Iaso is the Greek goddess of various modes of healing / IASO takes 
the complexity out of backups and changes recovery from an exhausting challenge to a simple reality / Become an 
IASO Partner and grow with exceptional margins / A hybrid-cloud backup software solution / "For the beautiful 
healthy skin you deserve" IASO helps repair skin's "homeostasis" for younger and better skin / Iaso is a line of 
powerful products from Total Life Changes and is the answer for most of us because it's a smart way to get healthy 
/ Gently Detoxify and Lose Weight Naturally / IasoTM Tea is a mild tasting tea derived from all natural, organic 
herbs and plants / Bachata, the movie, is in production / The children of the Bachata Academy will feature big in it 
/ International Aviation Services Organization (IASO) is a non-government organization / Dr. Miller's IASO Tea 
100% Risk Free Offer! / iASO Records · @iasorecords. Specializing in roots BACHATA / Things are changing - 
IASO is now the World Obesity Federation / We believe the clarity and directness of World Obesity 
 

This intensive clear conditioner is an acronym for 
ignite maxx assurance 
information security officer 
Kiss this mountain lion 
Take your liquid vitamins Latin style 
Review my love for you 
in a nutrablast 
Pomica daily facewash 
resolution drops 
skinny tea angel of comfort music Youtube 
The evening is slimming 
ultra exfolia 



 
I'm going to discuss the benefits of Iaso tea and describe why some people call it a "miracle" tea / I call these 
aggressive scenarios Immature Adrenaline Systems Over-reactivity (IASO) / Iaso is a range of products for children 
who are allergic to certain foods and includes a first-aid kit and a cake-making kit / The Maternity and Obstetrics 
Hospital IASO is located in Maroussi, Athens / Today I'm putting a Korean brand in the spotlight that is called 
IASO Cosmetics / Sophisticated, prestigious and premium brand Iaso, is becoming a global success in the beauty 
world / IASO's mission is to provide a unified voice for aviation services companies at airports around the world / 
Recuperation from illness / The Dutch public cloudscape infrastructure as a service / My love of diet products is 
only bested by my passion for reviewing them / Mimic Data offers IASO Online Backup brand that offers Deep 
Deduplication, white labels, HIPPA compliancy and integration with PSA  
 

She’s an acronym for 
an FDA approved 
fort made from obesity 
A pyramid scheme that’s good for you 
Archive this autism 
black cleansing oil 
e-cig liquid 
intensive clear booster 
lashes 
a makeup mythology 

 
Goddess of cures, remedies and modes of healing /  Read below for Iaso's celebrity and ruler associations / Iaso is 
hereby granted permission to erect a concrete block building on the rear of the lot at the northeast corner of Spruce 
and Murphy / Helps to deal with toxins inside of the body and gets it outside of the body / Comment. Add a 
comment. Submit. Just now. Report Abuse / IASO is a prestige beauty brand that was designed to address your 
sophisticated and proactive skincare / IASO Ghassoul Black Cleansing Oil is a cleanser which will help you to clean 
your makeup and skin / Honestly you will be glad you did / Iaso tea is that healthy fat burner tea / Your body will 
thank you for it / We have replaced Iaso Tea with Paramax for a deeper cleanse with EIGHT additional ingredients 
/ Total Life Changes / Backup & Replication is our lifeline /  We are 95% virtualized / Who, with hand on heart, 
can say that they've tried a skin care product which has visibly changed their skin and delivered exactly what it 
promised? 
 

Personnel must complete  
this peeling gel 
This virtual disaster recovery 
wraps zapper 
fundamentals 
with a knowledge base in Kuala Lumpur 
These stretch marks 
are not working for me 



[Panacea]: Let me care for you urgently 
 
 

A pet resort 
an aquarium alliance 
an after-market air mattress 
There’s anemic customer service at the canyon 
Mind on a ship through zip time  
semantically enables  
drug recommendations  
in a discovery framework 
A nostrum network on a chip 
Blue crab festival, both brain and spine 
cellular rejuvenation formulas 
are dispensary of decorative accessories 
Probiotic earrings  
entertainment management 
All in a folding map of Panacea, Fl 

 
A remedy for all disease or ills; cure-all / His economic philosophy is a good one, but he tries to use it as a panacea 
/ "universal remedy," 1540s, from Latin panacea, a herb (variously identified) that would heal all illnesses, from 
Greek panakeia "cure-all" / a goddess of universal remedy / Define panacea: something that will make everything 
about a situation better—panacea in a sentence / A hypothetical cure / If someone offers you a pill that promises 
eternal life, don't take the pill / panacea, cod liver oil /  
Most water crafts are worked for velocity / Others are worked of safe ventures and extravagance / All things 
considered, meet the 472 Panacea from Intrepid / “Therefore, enthusiasm for a vitamin D panacea should be 
tempered” / It is really diverting to see every day in the public papers the increasing advertisements of new 
Panaceas, and their number undoubtedly will continue to increase / They were a quarter of the way across the 
Pacific when the Panacea induced dreams began to confuse them / Edwin's had to do with a cornered raccoon 
 

Glass gems, hanging baskets 
What ingredients are in this sentence? 
Inverted tomato cage 
jute twine, juice bar, judicial capitals 
kraft paper wire, Koh Samui 
kill devil hills, kinetic art windmill 
liquid low air support system 
Make a marine forecast 
out of gossamer shine 
out of the magicka of ravaged health 
Quatrefoil window box dragon quest 
What is your question of the week? 



 
Thrash metal band from Germany. This is their EP called "Is It A Human" / Panacea de la Montana Yoga Retreat 
& Spa: BELIEVE THE REVIEWS - Panacea is heaven on earth! / Swaim's for every Disease of the Blood Panacea 
/ The Panacea must be consulted / The Bee Panacea by Virgin Raw is AWESOME!! I have started to take it for a 
week and a) its hard not to eat the entire jar, but b) I felt this sense of well-being in the morning before I started my 
day / BEE PANACEA is a unique combination of 20 natural organic Chinese and Ayurvedic herbs and 
superfoods, combined in a delicious 100% Raw Royal Honey / Get directions, maps, and traffic for Panacea, FL / 
Check flight prices and hotel availability for your visit / PANACEA is an autonomous GNSS benign and threat 
environment simulator system for multi-receiver timing, position and velocity performance / Did you know, Bee 
Panacea is packed with maca, chollera, spirulina, ginseng, and probiotics / The longer the list of diseases claimed to 
be treatable, the higher the chance that the "cure" is woo / Surviving the Medicare maze / Medicare, once the post-
retirement panacea, is now just the starting point for seniors' health care coverage. [No authors listed] / An 
enhancement set in the healing category / The level range of Panacea is 10 to 50 in the Angelic Panacea  
Awesomely Awesome Gallery  
 

Real estate on water 
naturally wired 
the side effects in swimwear 
books hung from trees 
trellis tides 
This sentence is full of universal free energy  
Vintage grow bag 
water gel, watering cans 
lightweight extension instructions 
skitter extract 
Let’s do yoga in a hollow mineshaft 

 
An elegant design, featuring an intuitive color chooser that enables the user to quickly create a stunning site with 
rich color and a clean look / Panacea at the Canyon is a Signal-Free 40 acre Luxury Tent Resort and Spa that 
provides an eco-conscious and luxurious sanctuary where travelers can truly relax / The latest vegan concept to hit 
Las Vegas / A GameFAQs message board topic titled "panacea build..." / A cloud computing service provider 
company based in Bangladesh / The purpose of this article is to address a few of the main areas of panacea-based 
dentistry and help you determine what treatment or product should be / “This is the next big step” in the 
empowerment of the consumer / “The Truth Is Out…How They Really Search” / Panacea does not believe in 
'redundant', it believes in NEWER, BETTER and STRONGER / Another year has passed by! Our first post was 
11 years ago today*(A full year before Twitter was even invented!) / When you are seeking compassionate care 
from a plastic surgeon in Atlanta, you want the experts of Panacea Plastic Surgery to handle your needs  
 

Her instructional resins 
An adjective next to a sailboat 
Screen spark guard steel 
How long is this Eagles song gonna last anyway? 



A single shepherd hook black 4’ high 
on the edges of our isles 
shrimping on our ash buckets with shovels 
the silver bullet of silk flower cleaners 
Asian herbal side effects 
a silent auction of silver necklaces 
stretch film asteroids in astrology 
sunrise and sunsets times 
swimwear twitter time zone 
switcher 
gunsmoke full cast and crew 

 
Better sanitation and hygiene, coupled with immunization, have dramatically reduced illness / A cloud-based 
practice management and clinical records system that's designed to do one thing: make your veterinary practice 
more successful / The latest 2012 Panacea – The Human Body Issue – is out now! /  
Explore PANACEA yacht for sale; through beautiful photos and a full walk-through description of this impressive 
Tansu Yachts 65' 8" Motorboat / Despite a downpour and lingering gray skies, the Panacea reunion in Newtown 
on Sunday, Aug. 31, featured good times and a great turnout / Sly Fox's Panacea Barleywine is big and satisfying, 
made with imported pale and crystal malts and five varieties of hops /  
PANACEA is facing the most critical aspect for Machine Translation to produce this expected impact in Europe: 
the called resources bottleneck / Panacea is a small community along what is commonly called Florida's “forgotten 
coast” / The dominance panacea is so out of proportion / The objective of PANACEA is to build a factory of 
language resources that automates the stages involved in the acquisition, production, updating / Panacea is raising 
funds for Panacea's New Album "12 Step Program" Deserves a Proper Vinyl Pressing / Make it so on Kickstarter! 
/ 
 

A poem written on tea 
when a funny thing happened 
cryptonomicon 
diagnostic solutions 
Your electronic health record 
for the poison 
grayline back-of-the-door organizer 
I found a lover in spacebattles 
jet beaded statements 
tequila taillights 
This t-shirt thesaurus 

 
What Bert Has To Say About Tallahassee Metro Area: Tallahassee is a Mid-sized mix of several defining elements / 
Shrewsbury's most talked about Indian Restaurant established in 2009 / Are organizations placating themselves 
with a tick box exercise of having an internal whistleblowing process in house? /  



Motor Vessel "PANACEA" is a beautifully appointed 4588 Bayliner Pilothouse with four levels / It has a spacious, 
comfortable salon and fly bridge / Well, in a tweet last week she finally gave a hint that it is about eating a teaspoon 
a day of her newest thing / We have drawn inspiration from Greek mythology for our latest and most innovative 
steam bath concept, naming it after the Greek goddess of healing, Panacea / Panacea is a cluster computing 
backend that focuses on extremely fast cluster computing on affordable hardware and a secure database / A Work 
Plan for a Walkable Waterfronts Community / About the Panacea Piston Company: Improving light weight piston 
technology / Panacea is an American hip hop duo, formed in 2003 in Washington DC / The duo consists of MC 
Raw Poetic (Jason Moore) and producer K-Murdock / Link here to natural healing 
 

Let me care for you urgently 
Her edges were open 
What was her biotec share price? 
Panacea ink is my drink 
ordinacija 
quick bricks 
There is no savior 
panacea vs. lapunzel 
panacea vs. Henry Rollins 
panacea vs. zombie chainsaw 
 
 



not,	while	not,	or	after	not		
(after	To	Make	Much	by	George	Oppen)	

	
	
A	particular	division	with	its	inhabitants	and	affairs	
an	outburst	and	ardent	suffering	
	
Radiant	energy	that	does	not	affect	the	retina	
in	a	field.		A	sentence	implies	continuation	
not,	while	not,	or	after	not		
outside	a	house	 	 far	from	being	a	requisite	lake	
	
Devices	furnish	artificial	light	
in	a	clear	space	between	any	two	parts	that	should	be	close	together	
This	inscription	
Time	divides	into	12	lunar	months	
at	the	close	of	
a	period	of	approximately	the	same	length	in	other	calendars	
represents	our	ignorant	pronunciations	
	
***	
	
Devise	a	new	use	for	something	already	known:	
	
the	table	and	ornamental	objects,	such	as	those	made	of	glass	
or	a	tapered	rod,	mounted	in	the	headstock	spindle	(live	center)		
or	the	tailstock	spindle	(dead	center)	of	a	lathe	
upon	which	the	work	to	be	turned	is	placed	
a	large	mass	of	stone	forming	a	hill,	cliff,	promontory,	or	the	like	
	
***	
	
Pass	luminous	rays	through	a	small	aperture	and	their	reception	on	a	surface	
A	representation	of	deity	interstices	detected	
	
Instant	consideration	through	any	of	a	variety	of	articulatory	processes	
a	subterranean	ocean	reduced	to	actual	suffering	from	want	
We	proceed	slowly	without	enthusiasm	
	



Stale	as	a	joke,	this	terminal	part	
in	its	latest	known	period,	especially	as	a	living	language	at	the	present	time	
a	sweet	Malaga	wine	
where	large	regions	of	land	are	lowered	because	of	geological	faults	
and	shipboard	life	
all	languages	or	belonging	to	the	human	language	faculty	
	
And	lightning,	or	flying	sand	or	dust:	
the	main	sources	for	history	
Express	surprise	
overly	familiar	to	the	point	of	tedium	
shrimp	and	shrink	
make	or	become	helpless	or	useless	
	
The	aria	comes	
	
***	
Conspicuously	fine	
steel	bars	that	provide	the	running	surfaces	for	a	poem	
They	are	nightless	
glisten	strongly,	in	brightness	or	clearness	
in	this	space	that	passes	for	extinction	
	
Her	usual	residence	(dwelling)	
(of	a	moving	tool	or	machine	part)	motionless	for	a	certain	interval		
She	is	equipped	with	feathers	in	the	constellation	Sagitta	
Her	overhead	spaces;	sky	
	
Servilely	keep	a	secret	that	is	also	a	protecting	edge	
There	will	be	irregular	motion,	tremulous	excitement,	an	art	song	
in	which	a	sea	goddess	drags	down	ships	and	drowns	sailors	
	
***	
	
In	advance	of	others,	appear	to	exist	
then	subsequently	become	a	moderate	but	noticeable	noun	
	
This	heraldic	bearing	usually	surrounded	with	rays		
intoxicated	to	consider	the	possibility	of		



the	greatest	possible		
allwhatever	
undomesticated	
	
Openly	and	energetically	do	or	have	the	place	where	you	are	
Call	attention	to	instance	
to	occur	to	be	true	
	
An	apparition	in	the	domain	of	a	given	function	
a	score	of	zero;	nothing		
an	intensely	amorous	incident	or	meals	given	a	domestic	
An	old	Roman	or	pre-Roman	road	
a	minor	street	in	a	minor	town	
	
Relentlessly	without	hesitation	specify	a	starting	point	in	spatial	movement	
Dwell	in	these	attack	positions	
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This poem is from a sequence of work based on poems by George Oppen from his bookPrimitive. There were 
these essays on writing by John McPhee which appeared in the New Yorker magazine a few years ago. In one 
of them, he said something about noticing dead words in his narratives,and he would replace them with 
their dictionary definitions to resolve the problem. That sounded fun as a process, so I replaced every single 
word in the poems by Oppen with dictionary definitions and then edited these down to this new work. 


